The goal of this project is to develop a method for image classification and object localization. The method will use a framework that is similar to the R-CNN (region-based convolutional neural network) model. You are expected to work in groups of three. Specifications for the components of the approach are given below.

1 Data

ImageNet (http://www.image-net.org) is a very large and evergrowing collection of images belonging to a large number of different classes (called synset). Currently there are 14,197,122 images from 21841 synsets in the dataset. In this project, you will be working on a small subset of ImageNet. You will be provided around 500 images (400 of them for training and the rest for testing) from 10 different classes: eagle, dog, cat, tiger, starfish, zebra, bison, antelope, chimpanzee, and elephant.

The training images contain only the object from the corresponding class. That is, each training image is tightly cropped around the object as shown in Figure 1. In contrast, the test images contain background information. For instance, you will see people on top of an elephant or a forest behind a tiger or an antelope. Dealing with such background clutter and scale variations is part of the project. Still, each test image contains exactly a single instance of the target object class.

Overall, there are two steps in the pipeline: localization that will be performed only on the test images, and recognition that will use a learning procedure on the training data and a classification stage on the test data. Feature extraction for both training and testing will be done by using a pre-trained deep network. Your model will have two outputs: predicting a single object class and the corresponding object bounding box in each test image, where a bounding box is denoted by four coordinates: \( x_1, y_1 \) (upper left corner), \( x_2, y_2 \) (lower right corner).

Figure 1: Example images from the training set.
2 Background

In this project, you will use a framework that is similar to the R-CNN model proposed by Girshick et al. It is discussed during the lectures but also read the following papers to learn more about the model:


While implementing the model, you will use a ResNet-50 network that was pre-trained on the ImageNet dataset in order to extract visual features. Read the following paper to learn more about this network:


At this point, it is up to you to decide which deep learning framework to use in order to extract the visual features from a pre-trained ResNet-50. In this document, we encourage you to develop your algorithm with Python, and we provide examples that use PyTorch. See https://pytorch.org to learn how to install it on your computer.

3 Pre-processing

3.1 Data normalization

When you look at the images in the training set, you will notice that each image has a different aspect ratio and size. So, the first step is to apply the following pre-processing sequence to the images in the training set so that they will all have a size of $224 \times 224 \times 3$ to become a proper input for the deep network.

1. Load an image.
2. Convert it to RGB (some images may contain an alpha channel).
3. Pad the image with minimum number of zeros so that it becomes a square image.
4. Resize the image to $224 \times 224$.
5. Apply normalization, if necessary. Depending on the deep learning framework you use, you may have to apply a particular normalization scheme. For instance, if you are using PyTorch, you have to

   (a) Divide an image by 255 so that its values are in the range $[0, 1]$,
   (b) Subtract 0.485, 0.456, 0.406 from red, green and blue channels, respectively,
   (c) Divide red, green and blue channels by 0.229, 0.224, 0.225, respectively,

as described at https://pytorch.org/docs/stable/torchvision/models.html
Figure 2: Visualization of the padding scheme. For each example, (left) the raw image, (right) its padded version.

In Figure 2, you can see two examples for the padding scheme described above. If you work with Python, you may use the PIL and Numpy libraries to read and manipulate the images as follows:

```python
import numpy as np
from PIL import Image

image = Image.open(image_path).convert('RGB')  # load an image
image = np.asarray(image)  # convert to a numpy array

...  # do the padding, rescaling and normalization

# at this point make sure that the image is of type np.float32
```

### 3.2 Feature extraction

Once you have the $224 \times 224$ images, you can extract 2048-dimensional representations from ResNet-50. Luckily, PyTorch provides a way to easily load the pre-trained weights of ResNet-50. All you have to do is to import the `resnet.py` script (that we distribute together with the project data) written by the PyTorch developers into your Python code, and call the `resnet50` function in that module. Once you load the model, you can convert the Numpy image (you obtained above) to `torch.FloatTensor`, extract its feature vector, and finally convert it back to a Numpy array as follows:

```python
import torch

# we append an augmented dimension to indicate batch_size, which is one
image = np.reshape(image, [1, 224, 224, 3])  # model takes as input images of size [batch_size, 3, im_height, im_width]
image = np.transpose(image, [0, 3, 1, 2])  # convert the Numpy image to torch.FloatTensor

image = torch.from_numpy(image)

# extract features
feature_vector = model(image)

# convert the features of type torch.FloatTensor to a Numpy array
# so that you can either work with them within the sklearn environment
# or save them as .mat files
feature_vector = feature_vector.numpy()
```
4 Training the system

First, extract the feature vectors for each training image as described above. Optionally, you can $\ell_2$ normalize each feature vector by dividing the vector by its norm in order to make the representations more robust. That is, for a feature vector $x$, its $\ell_2$-normalized version is given by $x/(\|x\| + 0.0001)$. (When you use $\ell_2$ normalization at this stage, you should also normalize each feature vector at test time as well.)

Then, using the ResNet-50 features and the object labels, train a binary support vector machine (SVM) classifier for each object type. During training, for a particular object type, you can use the samples given for that object as positive samples, and all of the examples given for the rest of the object types as negative samples. You can use the LIBSVM library [https://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/~cjlin/libsvm/](https://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/~cjlin/libsvm/), the SVM classifier in the sklearn library, or the built-in MATLAB implementation. You should experiment with the SVM parameters to build effective classifiers. At the end, you will have a separate binary classifier for each object type.

5 Testing the system

Since test images contain natural scenes where target objects appear together with their backgrounds, you need to implement both object localization and classification for the testing stage.

5.1 Extracting candidate windows

In order to predict the bounding boxes of targets in test images, you will first extract candidate windows (object proposals) in which objects are expected. This will be done by using the Edge Boxes method:


This method analyzes various low-level properties of the images, and produces a set of bounding boxes that are likely to correspond to objects in a given image. Importantly, these boxes are typically not exactly correct (may be poorly aligned with the target object) or do not correspond to an object at all.

You can use the MATLAB implementation of the technique from [https://github.com/pdollar/edges](https://github.com/pdollar/edges). Note that there is additional dependence to Piotr’s Matlab Toolbox which can be found at [https://pdollar.github.io/toolbox/](https://pdollar.github.io/toolbox/). Follow the installation instructions stated in the readme.txt file for edges and install section on the website for the toolbox. Once you have setup the packages, you can check out edgeBoxesDemo.m in the edges repository to see how to obtain possible bounding boxes.

You can restrict the number of candidate boxes by sorting them, in descending order, in terms of candidate window scores given by the edge box method. In your experiments, you can use the top scoring 50 windows.

5.2 Classification and localization

Once you extract the candidate windows in a test image, for each candidate window, apply the pre-processing step described above and extract the ResNet-50 features. Once you have the representation for each candidate window, you can obtain the class scores by applying your classification models to the feature vectors. Finally, find the maximum classification score.
among all candidate windows and classes for a test image, assign the image to the class with
the highest score among all windows, and use the top-scoring candidate window as the object
localization result.

6 Evaluation

Quantitative performance evaluation will be done in two stages:

1. Classification accuracy: Compute the confusion matrix, precision and recall for each object
type, and the overall accuracy in terms of the percentage of correctly classified test images.
Present these results as tables.

2. Localization accuracy: Compute the percentage of correctly classified and localized test
images. Here, a test image is considered as correctly classified and localized if it is assigned
to the correct class, and (if correctly classified) the localization output has a bounding box
overlap ratio above 50%.

The bounding box overlap ratio between a ground truth box \( g \) and a candidate window \( b \) is
measured by:

\[
\frac{g \cap b}{g \cup b} \quad \text{(intersection area)} \quad \text{(union area)}
\]

(1)

The class id and the bounding box of each test image is provided in the file `bounding_box.txt`.
You should not use this file for any purpose other than evaluating the classification and local-
ization results on the test images.

7 Submit

You must submit the final report and the developed code through the online form by the dead-
line given on the course web page. Each team is required to submit a single copy (not once for
each team member).

1. Report

- Must be readable and well-organized. Format and content will be subject to grading.
- Must provide proper explanation of the details of the approach, the implementation
  strategies, the results obtained, and the observations made.
- Must report the performance metrics as defined in Section 6.
- Must provide examples for candidate windows (object proposals) for at least one test
  sample from each object type. You should overlay the candidate bounding boxes on
  the corresponding image with different colors.
- Must provide examples for localization results obtained for at least two test samples
  from each object type. Overlay the localization output (window and class name) on
  the corresponding image. Make sure that some of the examples correspond to correct
  localization results, and some to incorrect ones (unless you have 100% localization
  accuracy).
- Must include a thorough discussion where you comment on the performance of your
  system according to different implementation decisions and parameter settings. You
  should also analyze the results for individual object types, i.e., which object types
were easy and which ones were more difficult, and why you think they were easy/difficult. You should discuss your observations in your report. You should also provide some suggestions for improvement.

- Must include all figures with proper captions. The figures also have to be properly referenced in the text.
- Must follow the IEEE Computer Society two-column format as shown on the course web page.
- Each team member should also provide a written description of her/his own specific contributions to the project, and should include this information as an appendix of the report.

2. Code

- Provide well-documented source code that is ready to re-run giving the same results as presented in the report.
- You can use code from other sources only for
  - extracting features (ResNet-50),
  - training classifiers (SVM),
  - extracting candidate windows (Edge Boxes).
- Other than that, you have to implement the pre-processing, training, testing, and evaluation pipeline on your own.